
Specifications

Article number TAIL-MOL-PANE-TOY-70

Price Price starts from €280,-

Dimensions Width: 471mm
Height: 559mm

Suitable for Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 78 Troop Carrier
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser 70 Series
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 75 Troop Carrier
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Tail door aluminum
panel with integrated
Molle-system - swing
out type - left side

Set off on your adventure with an impeccably

organized interior. Enhance your Toyota Troop

Carrier's tail door by replacing the original glass on

the left side with a durable aluminum panel

featuring an integrated Molle system. This upgrade

not only offers more practical storage options but

also serves as the perfect anti-burglary solution,

ensuring a secure journey every time.



Tail door aluminum panel with integrated Molle-system - swing
out type - left side

The full aluminum replacement pane perfectly matches the dimensions of the original tail door glass of
your Toyota Troop Carrier, allowing for easy restoration of the tail door's original design if needed.

The aluminum pane seamlessly fits into the original rubber and requires no adjustments to your tail
door. Its black, high-quality industrial powder coating (RAL 9005), shared with our other windows,
ensures resistance against weather-induced discoloration.

This aluminum pane set includes:

The aluminum replacement pane
A Molle system panel

The Molle panel attaches directly to the aluminum pane, utilizing the space optimally for mounting
bags or pouches using the renowned PALS webbing system. You have the flexibility to mount the
Molle system panel on either the interior or exterior side of the pane.

Crafted from 3 mm thick aluminum, the Molle panel is coated with the same industrial powder coating
as the window, featuring the PALS webbing pattern. Ø 4.2 mm holes are strategically placed within
this pattern, allowing compatibility with other systems such as Quick Fist.

This multifunctional system provides both practical functionality and burglary protection.
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Installation

Experience the convenience of our DIY kit, complete with all the necessary components for easy
installation. The package includes stainless steel mounting screws, cover caps, and washers to
ensure a seamless and secure fit.

Rest assured, our comprehensive installation guide is also provided, offering detailed step-by-step
instructions to assist you throughout the installation process. Simply download the guide and follow
the instructions for a hassle-free setup.
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